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Ground Realities

• Bangladesh is predominately 

a riverine country (±800 rivers)

• +100 rivers shared with 

Bhutan, China, India, Myanmar, 

Nepal

• 23.46% contribution to 

Bangladesh’s GDP is from 

agriculture

• Surface water (mostly trans-

boundary rivers) major source 

of irrigation

• Life of people dependent 

on agriculture is ‘governed’ by rivers



Challenges

• Barrages and river-linking projects have 

disrupted river flow

• Low (or extremely high) influx 

of sediment affecting ecology

• Dependence on ground water for irrigation, 

industry increasing

• Sundarbans forest threatened due to salinity & 

lack of sediment

Courtesy: The Third Pole

Courtesy: Dhaka Tribune

Courtesy: aequitas review

Courtesy: Dhaka Tribune



Impacts

• Ground water level and deep aquifer reserves 

are depleting

• +100 rivers dried up and many polluted by industrial waste

• Agriculture, fisheries, ecology & human health 

hugely affected

• Temperature balance, rainfall, erosion, vegetation 

are critical

• Cost of agricultural goods (production, shipment) rising

• Govt. water resource management providing no solution

Long-term (1985 – 2005) trends in 
shallow groundwater levels throughout 
(Source: Shamsudduha, 2013)

Courtesy: Dhaka Tribune

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264915084_Groundwater-fed_Irrigation_and_Drinking_Water_Supply_in_Bangladesh_Challenges_and_Opportunities


Why Water Museum?



• Upholding the concerns of river beyond political boundaries

• Re-imagining river in humane and ecological point of view

• Sharing (as opposed to dividing) the rivers and its waters

• Joining the multi-country ‘Water Commons’ campaign

• Driving the regional campaign towards international policy

• Searching for solutions for people dependent on rivers

Why Water Museum?



• The first ever water museum in Asia.

• Launched on 29 December 2014

• Location: Pakhimara Bazar (Kolapara, 

Bangladesh)

• Aim: To create a sense of awareness  among 

the stakeholders  especially the policy makers 

and  also to create a strong basis for  policy 

advocacy on “Water  Commons

• Two CBOs, a local NGO, & ActionAid co-manage 

the Museum.

Water Museum



Our call for action
• Ratify UN Law on Non-Navigational use of Water Course 1997

• Include River-Basin management agenda in SAARC

• Set a regional River Commission instead of JRC

• Set Basin wise management Authority

• Enact a River Law considering supreme court order that River  is a living

being.

• Free flows of river without contamination; remove all kinds of  

obstructions.

• Industries to be shifted far from river

• Sewerage lines to be disconnect with river & Water bodies

• Increase forestation and stop deforestation.

• Increasing irrigation by surface water instead of ground water



Features of Water Museum
• Water sample of 57 trans-boundary rivers (also from Nepal, Myanmar)

• Visuals on river system, water bodies and people’s lives

• Artifacts that represent culture and heritage in the flood plains

• Symbol such as a life-size boat stuck on dried up riverbed

• Model of local river system (Andharmanik), flora & fauna

• Map that identifies Bangladeshi and trans-boundary rivers

• Digital recourses such as documentaries, songs, dramas etc.

• Publications featuring policy, reports and people’s lives



• Water Museum Video-

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=-ge6kEGb58A

Video of Water Museum

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ge6kEGb58A


Key Activities
• Display & open for visitors 6 days in a week.

• Learning space for students & academics.

• Sharing community experience, idea  generation and taking

actions.

• Annual conference on right to river and defending commons

• Promoting activism.

• Policy advocacy.

• WM website and Facebook page

http://www.watermuseum.net/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Water-Museum/416083565218058






Community-led Action

Video: Patuakhali Water Museum Bangladesh: A case study of 

community-led action

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-aLXdSIol4


Water Walk



Kuakata Declaration



Water Conference
• Total 6 Water Conferences took place on the following themes-

✓ Right to Water and Defending Commons

✓ Water Democracy

✓ Water Roots Innovation

✓ River a Living Being   

✓ Legalising River Rights: People, Politics and Practices

✓ Water, Climate and Justice in the Wake of COVID-19



Achievements

• +2K people including Govt. officials visited the Museum.

• Appreciative, visitors demanded expansion in terms of structure 

and contents. 

• The online portal and media reports have helped reach policy 

makers. Community people consider themselves a part of 

the ‘Water Commons’ campaign.

•



Publications

People of Many Rivers
Tales from the Riverbanks

Imtiaz Ahmed

Rights, River & the Quest for 
Water Commons

The Case of Bangladesh
Imtiaz Ahmed



Views of a Fisherman



7th International Water Conference 

Title: Teesta River Basin: 

Overcoming the Challenges

Date: 20-22 January 2020

Venue: RDRS, Rangpur (hybrid) 



Join Us!
Water Museum needs to be replicated across the country. We are

inviting funders to support the development of a bigger facility and a

replication across the country. We also invite donors to make

donations.

Hopefully, the hubs in strategic river-centric locations will

generate discourse in favour of water-centric development and stop the

ongoing man-made water crisis in South-Asia

Contact: shahrin.mannan@actionaid.org

www.watermuseum.net
Water Museum on Facebook page

mailto:shahrin.mannan@actionaid.org
http://www.watermuseum.net/
https://web.facebook.com/Water-Museum-416083565218058/


Thank You


